The Scheimpflug camera offers a wide range of applications in the field of typical close-range photogrammetry, particle image velocity, and digital image correlation due to the fact that the depth-of-view of Scheimpflug camera can be greatly extended according to the Scheimpflug condition. Yet, the conventional calibration methods are not applicable in this case because the assumptions used by classical calibration methodologies are not valid anymore for cameras undergoing Scheimpflug condition. Therefore, various methods have been investigated to solve the problem over the last few years. However, no comprehensive review exists that provides an insight into recent calibration methods of Scheimpflug cameras. This paper presents a survey of recent calibration methods of Scheimpflug cameras with perspective lens, including the general nonparametric imaging model, and analyzes in detail the advantages and drawbacks of the mainstream calibration models with respect to each other. Real data experiments including calibrations, reconstructions, and measurements are performed to assess the performance of the models. The results reveal that the accuracies of the RMM, PLVM, PCIM, and GNIM are basically equal, while the accuracy of GNIM is slightly lower compared with the other three parametric models. Moreover, the experimental results reveal that the parameters of the tangential distortion are likely coupled with the tilt angle of the sensor in Scheimpflug calibration models. The work of this paper lays the foundation of further research of Scheimpflug cameras.
Introduction
The Scheimpflug camera, adopting the Scheimpflug condition by tilting the lens with respect to the sensor [1, 2] , can optimize the distribution of depth of field (DOF) without zooming the aperture, which has been widely used in the field of PIV [3] [4] [5] , line structured light [6] , and portable 3D laser scanner [7, 8] . At the same time, it has also been introduced into the medical field, greatly facilitating cataract and other ophthalmic surgery [9, 10] . So far, more and more scholars have also devoted themselves to the related research [6, 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The Scheimpflug principle, traditionally credited to Theodor Scheimpflug in 1902, states that the object plane (the plane that is in focus), the thin lens's plane, and the image plane must all meet in a single line, Scheimpflug line. The principle is applicable to both thin prism and thick prism models, which only needs to be modified accordingly [1, 2] . As for the case of a real optical system, it is likely to find that for different object points, the optical system have different fnumbers and different aberrations; thus, the image generated by the real optical system will not be completely sharp [7] . Yet, this influence usually can be ignored in the Scheimpflug camera research.
Scheimpflug camera calibration is a necessary preliminary step to ensure its further high-quality measurement. The conventional calibration methods are not valid in this case because the assumptions used by classical calibration methodologies are not valid anymore for cameras undergoing Scheimpflug condition [19] [20] [21] [22] . Although Legarda et al. [23] , Nocerino et al. [16] , and Cornic et al. [17] point out that when the lens-tilted angle is small (≤6°), the existing calibration methods can compensate, to a certain extent, the error generated by tilting the sensor via tangential distortion parameters to solve the calibration of Scheimpflug cameras. However, when the tilted angle is greater, the conventional camera calibration methods are weak.
Therefore, more and more researchers have carried out related researches [14, 17, 18, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Up to now, a variety of methods has been proposed to accommodate various applications. Generally, these calibration methods can be classified into parametric (defined by several intrinsic parameters) [14, 17, 18, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] and general nonparametric calibration methods according to the imaging model [33] [34] [35] . In fact, the kernels of the parametric methods are basically identical, which firstly develop an ideal image plane parallel to the lens plane as a bridge, then the different form of relationships between the ideal and actual image plane can be established according to different models. As the projection between the ideal image plane and calibration checkerboard can be easily obtained via conventional imaging model, the projection between the tilted image plane and calibration checkerboard is established, on the basis of which the calibration algorithm is developed [14, 17, 18, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Generally, the parametric calibration methods of Scheimpflug camera fall into two categories according to the dimension of the tilted angle, the literature [11, 24, 25] as the representative of the one-dimensional angle calibration model and the literature [13-15, 17, 18, 23, 27, 28, 30, 31] as the two-dimensional angle calibration model. Further, as the lens is supposed to be planar and symmetric about optical axis, two-angle parameters should be sufficient to express the homography between the tilted image plane and ideal image plane [23, 27] .
Furthermore, the parametric calibration methods with two-dimensional angles are supposed to be divided into two main categories: (1) modified pinhole imaging model (MPIM), as the name implies, is developed on the basis of the conventional pinhole imaging model and taking the imaging characteristics of Scheimpflug camera into account, see literature [14, 15, 17, 23, 27, 28, 30, 31] to cite a few. (2) Pupil centric imaging model (PCIM) modeled the different ray angles in object and image space, and the actual projection center are the center of the exit and entrance pupils. There is a new mapping from pupil centric imaging to a geometrically equivalent pinhole imaging; thus, the Scheimpflug camera calibration can be carried out in a conventional framework, see literature [13, 18, 29, 36] to cite a few.
In general, the mainstream parametric camera calibration algorithms can be attributed to the nonlinear parameter optimization problem and the appropriate initialization is the key to the fast convergence and global minimum. The initialization acquisition methods can be classified into the three categories: (1) taking the nominal parameters of the camera as the initial values of the optimization algorithm [14, 25] , (2) adopting the results of Zhang et al.'s calibration algorithm as initial values [17, 23, 27, 30] , (3) obtaining initialization intrinsic parameters of the Scheimpflug camera by means of auxiliary tools, for example, adopts a collimator to obtain the principal point [31] , and (4) initializing by complex analytic solution, as illustrated in literature [13, 29, 32, 33] .
While perspective projection serves as the dominant imaging model in nowadays' computer vision, conventional camera calibration techniques are taylor made for specific camera model which may not suffice for an unknown imaging system (a black box). Thus, the general imaging models accommodating a wide range of devices have been proposed [33] [34] [35] . The mentality of the general imaging model is that all types of imaging systems perform a mapping from the scene rays to a set of associated image pixels and the image pixels measure light traveling along the associated half-rays from the scene in various directions. As illustrated in literature [33] [34] [35] , the calibration undergoing general imaging models simply refers to the computation of the projection between the pixels and associated 3D rays.
Aiming to offer a comprehensive review that provides an insight into recent calibration methods of Scheimpflug cameras with perspective lens, this paper presents a survey of recent calibration methods of Scheimpflug cameras and analyzes in detail the advantages and drawbacks of the mainstream calibration models with respect to each other. Besides, the general nonparametric imaging model is novelly introduced to solve the problem. Furthermore, Real data experiments are performed to validate the performance of different calibration models which therefore lays the foundation of further research of the Scheimpflug cameras.
Modified Pinhole Imaging Model
Modified pinhole imaging model [14, 17, 23, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] 37] , as the name implies, is developed on the basis of the conventional pinhole imaging model, and the imaging characteristics of Scheimpflug camera is taken into account. Generally, the projection center of MPIM is supposed to be the optical center.
According to the different ways of describing the tilt effect of the lens, the MPIM can be simply divided into three categories: (1) extended distortion model (EDM), which extends the pinhole imaging model by considering the inclination of the sensor as an additional distortion [14, 26, 29] ; (2) rotation matrix model (RMM), which models the lenssensor configuration by an explicit rotation matrix about the optic axis and includes it as a part of intrinsic calibration parameter set [17, 30, 31, 38] ; (3) and point-line vector model (PLVM), in which the transformation between the tilted and ideal image plane is established by the intersection of the light ray, determined by the optical center, the spatial point, and two image planes [23, 27, 28] .
Extended Distortion Model (EDM).
Extended distortion model considers the inclination of the sensor as an additional distortion and develops a Scheimpflug camera calibration model based on the classical pinhole imaging model [14, 26] . As the work of Wang et al. [26] is only useful for very small tilt angles, Peng et al. [14] extend their studies to the condition with greater tilt angles based on the geometric optics theory. As illustrated in Figure 1 , OX C Y C Z C is the camera coordinate frame with the origin at the aperture stop. Z C is the optical axis of the lens, and I 0 and I S denote the ideal and real tilted image plane, respectively. The symbols α and β indicate the angles between the image plane I S and the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, while symbol d represents The section views of the camera geometry when the image plane, respectively, tilts α with respect to the xand y-axis are illustrated in Figure 2 , where A(x,y) is an arbitrary point on I 0 while point B is the back projection of A on the I S . The symbols θ x and θ y , respectively, denote the projection angle of the angle between the light ray and the optical axis.
According to the derivation of the literature [14] , the increment (Δx α ,Δy α ) and (Δx β ,Δy β ) along the x-axis or yaxis caused by rotating the angles α and β can be expressed as follows,
Then, on the basis of conventional distortion model [39] , the extended distortion model can be obtained as follows,
where (Δx,Δy) are the total distortions caused by the Scheimpflug camera, (x n ,y n ) T are the normalized image coordinates and r 2 = x n 2 + y n 2 . (k 1 ,k 2 ) are the radial distortion coefficients. And it deserves noting that the tangential distortion coefficients are ignored here, as in many of the Scheimpflug camera calibration methods [11, 13, 23, 25, [27] [28] [29] 40] .
The tangential distortion mainly consists of decentering distortion and thin prism distortion. The thin prism distortion usually results from the defects of lens design and manufacture and the slight tilt of sensor plane [26] . It also implicitly confirms the conclusions in literature [16, 17, 23] that the conventional calibration methods can compensate the error generated by tilting the sensor via tangential distortion parameters, to a certain extent.
In conclusion, the calibration method based on EDM is logically explicit, and the model is simple and easy to operate which can completely inherit the existing calibration process of the standard camera [21] . However, in spite of the fact that Peng et al. [14] have extended the model to suit larger tilt angles, the range of application of the model is still limited within a relatively small tilt angle. Also, the model described in this section is mainly based on the assumptions of the telecentric lens [14] , which cannot be applied directly to the standard perspective lens condition.
Moreover, the model illustrated here requires that the length of the lens should be provided in advanced [14] , which in practice is not easy to obtain and the nominal parameters of the lens might not be accurate enough. Thus, the method needs to be further improved.
Rotation Matrix Model (RMM).
Rotation matrix model models the lens-sensor configuration by an explicit rotation matrix about the optic axis and includes it as a part of intrinsic calibration parameter set [17, 30, 31, 38] . One of the most representative methods is that Kumar and Ahuja [29] introduce the rotation transformation between the lens and image plane and extends the RAC (radial alignment constraint) [19] to accommodate the Scheimpflug camera, which is defined as the gRAC (generalized radial alignment constraint).
As illustrated in Figure 3 
and O S X S Y S Z S denote the world, lens, and imaging plane coordinate frames, respectively. The lens coordinate frame is assumed to be parallel to the image plane coordinate frame with a common Z-axis. O S is the principal point, and P u (x u ,y u ), and P d (x d ,y d ) indicate the ideal and the distorted image points of the 3D spatial point P W , respectively. The RAC [29] points out that, assuming only radial lens distortion exists, the position vector O S P d determined by the ideal image point and the distorted image point should be aligned with the position vector P OZ P W , which is the vertical line from the point P W to the optical axis, and there is a relationship between two position vectors as O S P d × P OZ P W = 0.
Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 3 (b), the triplet O S , P u , and P d might not be collinear due to lens misalignment or intentional sensor tilt, which makes RAC difficult to be directly applied to Scheimpflug condition [29] . Thus, a more generic imaging model is proposed where the nonalignment of lens and image plane is explicitly modeled via a rotation matrix.
As illustrated in Figure 4 , Kumar and Ahuja [29] derive a rotation matrix R(ρ,σ) which aligns the coordinate frame of the image plane with the lens's by two dimensional angles (ρ,σ) indicating clockwise rotation about its x-and y-axis, respectively. Consider the coordinate frames described in Figure 3 , the 3D world point P W is projected on the image wherein r ij represents the ith row and jth column entry of R. Given that the relative rotation between two planes is known, the relationship between image points in tilted image plane and ideal image plane can be obtained according to the derivation in literature [29] :
where (x N ,y N ) T and (x S ,y S ) T denote the image point in ideal image plane and tilted image plane, respectively, and λ indicates the distance between the lens and ideal image plane.
The world point P W is projected on the optical axis with the coordinate P OZ = 0, 0, Z l . And it is supposed that the projected ideal image point P N aligns with the world point P W , which means the location vectors O P P N and P OZ P W should be coplanar and also parallel to each other. Thus, we can obtain the radial alignment constraint as follows:
The gRAC with the rotation matrix can be established by combining formulas (4) and (5), on the basis of which a two-
Figure 3: Schematic of imaging system applied with Scheimpflug condition [29] . (a) Standard camera; (b) Scheimpflug camera. Journal of Sensors step calibration algorithm is developed. The algorithm proposes a new analytical solution to solve the gRAC for a subset of calibration parameters, followed by the nonlinear refinement of calibration parameters [29] . As far as the paper is concerned, the calibration method based on RMM is flexible, accurate, and robust, which is also easy to operate and initialize. Inevitably, there are still some drawbacks of the method. The analytical solution, as proposed in literature [29] , is tedious and involving more sign ambiguous estimation, and the computational efficiency of the calibration algorithm should make further efforts.
Point-Line Vector Model (PLVM).
Point-line vector model shows that the transformation between the tilted image plane and ideal image plane is established on the basis of the intersections of the light ray and two image planes (ideal image plane and real tilted image plane) (see literature [23, 27, 28] to cite a few).
As illustrated in Figure 5 , the symbol O represents the optical center and OX C Y C Z C is the coordinate frame of the Scheimpflug camera. The image planes S and P denote the tilted image plane and ideal image plane, respectively. The origins of the ideal and real tilted image planes are assumed to be same, as the ideal image plane can be arbitrarily placed [23, 27] .
The symbol r indicates a straight ray which goes from the 3D world point P W (X W ,Y W ,Z W ) to the optical center O. r intersect with the tilted image plane S and the ideal image plane P at the points P S and P P , respectively. (m,n) are the base vectors in the plane S, and the vectors m and n, respectively, lie in the planes XOZ and YOZ. Further, according to the definition in the literature [23] , m = (cosβ, 0, sinβ) and the vector n is perpendicular to the m and has an angle with the Y-axis; hence, the vector n = (−sinαsinβ, cosα, sinαcosβ).The formula of the line r is
And the symbol A T denotes the transpose of the vector A. The following transposed vectors are noted the same way. And λ here is an arbitrary nonzero scale factor. The intersections of r and two image planes can be expressed as
Substituting formula (7) into (6) yields
wherein λ = f / P Px sin β + P Py sin α cos β + f , assuming that the (C Px ,C Py ) and (C Sx ,C Sy ) represent the principal points in planes P and S, respectively, and (dx,dy) denote the pixel sizes on the image plane while (Fx,Fy) are the equivalent focal length in pixel units. Then, the formula (6) can be converted to (9) as
where (u,v) and (u S ,v S ), respectively, denote the image points on planes P and S and 
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Without a loss of generality, assuming that the calibration target plane is on Z ≡ 0 of the world coordinate frame, we have
where s is an arbitrary scale factor, (R,T) represent the rotation and transformation which relate the world coordinate frame to the ideal image plane coordinate frame, and r 1 and r 2 are the first two columns of the rotation matrix R.
The homography between the tilted image plane and the calibration target plane can be obtained by combining the formulas (9) and (11) . To summarise, the calibration method based on PLVM has the advantage of a robust and simple model, as well as convenient calibration process. However, the application of the model in literature [27] still strongly depends on the quality of the calibration target. In addition, the initial estimation of the calibration parameters is obtained using Zhang's method [21] directly rather than taking the unique imaging characteristics of Scheimpflug camera into account.
Pupil Centric Imaging Model (PCIM)
The imaging models as described above assume that the angle of the chief ray in object space and the angle of the chief ray in image space are identical, which is incorrect. And this difference employs a significant influence on the Scheimpflug camera, which in general can be ignored in pinhole imaging model. So Kumar and Ahuja [13] propose a generalized PCIM which models the exact relationship between these rays. Besides, Steger [18] reduces the number of the model parameters and develops a simpler PCIM. Figure 6 shows a classical geometry of a thick lens, a ray that enters the principal plane P and exits the principal plane P ′ at the same position with respect to the optical axis (however, generally not at the same angle) [18] . The ray geometry of the real Scheimpflug camera model is illustrated in Figure 7 .
First, the object points are projected to the ideal image plane lying at a distance c from the projection center O, where the ray angles in object space and image space are identical ω = ω ″ . Then, move the ideal image plane to a distance d, resulting in the difference of angles ω ≠ ω′. Next, the real tilted image plane can be obtained by tilting the ideal image plane at the correct distance d by the angle τ.
Consider the definition of coordinate frames in literature [18] , as shown in Figure 8 . Ox u y u z u and Ox t y t z t denote the coordinate frame of ideal image plane and tilted image plane, respectively. n is the rotation axis in a plane orthogonal to the optical axis which forms an angle ρ with axis x u . And a new coordinate frame Ox S y S z S is constructed in the tilted image plane parallel to coordinate frame Ox t y t z t which lies at the perpendicular projection of the projection center. The coordinate frames of Ox u y u z u and Ox S y S z S can be considered as two cameras that are rotated around their common projection center O. Hence, the transformation from Ox u y u z u to Ox S y S z S can be given by K S RK u −1 , in which K S and K u are the calibration matrices corresponding to two cameras, respectively, and R denotes the rotation matrix that relates to the two cameras [18] . It is apparent that there is a relationship between the Ox S y S z S and Ox t y t z t defined by a translation matrix T. Thus, the complete projection can be expressed as follows:
where Figure 6 : The geometry of standard thick lens [18] .
The ray geometry of the real Scheimpflug camera model [18] . 
where c θ = cosθ, s θ = sinθ, and τ(0 ≤ τ < π/2). Thus, the projection relation between coordinate frame Ox u y u z u and Ox t y t z t can be expressed as Furthermore, the projection from the world coordinate frame to the Ox u y u z u can be easily obtained via perspective projection, so that the complete projection from the world frame to Ox t y t z t is established.
In comparison with the aforementioned three calibration models, PCIM proposed in literature [13, 18] gives full consideration to the difference of the ray angles in object space and image space, which is more closely related to the actual imaging. In addition, the model allows the lens to be tilted in an arbitrary direction which is much more flexible and has more explicit physical meaning than the above three. The calibration method base on the PCIM in literature [18] is accurate, easy to initialize, and as well as fast convergence. However, the model also inevitably has some imperfections that the PCIM cannot be directly applied to the situation where the tilt is in the horizontal or vertical direction, which requires the pixel aspect ratio to be known in advance [18] .
General Nonparametric Imaging Model (GNIM)
Great progress has been made during last decade in exploiting the general nonparametric imaging model for camera calibration [32, 33, 35, [41] [42] [43] . In comparison with the perspective imaging model, the GNIM is rather flexible and accommodates a wide range of imaging devices. Moreover, as has been demonstrated, given that the distortion is quite high, the GNIM may offer better calibration results than the parametric methods [44] .
As proposed in literature [33] , Ramalingam and Sturm model any camera as a set of image pixels and their associated camera rays in space, and the image pixels measure light traveling along the associated half-rays from the scene in various directions. Therefore, the calibration undergoing GNIM simply refers to the computation of the projection between the pixels and their associated 3D rays. The mentality of GNIM calibration is quite simple, as illustrated in Figure 9 , and three (or more) different points P 1 i , P 2 i , P 3 i corresponding to the same single pixel p i (u,v) on the image plane, as sampled on three (or more) different calibration checkerboards with unknown relative position, must be collinear. Hence, the relative position among the calibration checkerboards can be obtained on the basis of the collinearity constraint of the checkerboard points. Then, the calibration can be completed by computing rays going through the associated sampled checkerboard points.
We consider here a Scheimpflug camera with perspective lens, to validate the performance of GNIM in the Scheimpflug camera calibration. As shown in Figure 9 , let us denote several points on different planar calibration checkerboards corresponding to the same image pixel by homogeneous coordinates
The unknown poses with respect to different girds can be expressed as rotation matrices R K and translation vectors T K . Thus, the point P k i relative to the corresponding local coordinate frame can be projected to the global reference frame via
Furthermore, the optical center of the camera is defined as O (O 1 , O 2 , O 3 , 1) . And without the loss of generality, the
Scheimpflug camera
Calibration grids
Figure 9: Schematic of general nonparametric imaging model.
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first calibration checkerboard is adopted as the global coordinate reference frame.
As the collinearity constraint proposed in literature [32, 33] , the checkerboard points corresponding to the one single pixel, after transforming into the global reference coordinate frame via formula (16), must be collinear. Thus, the 4 × n + 1 matrix including the coordinates of collinear checkerboard points as follows should be of rank smaller than 3.
where R ij indicates the ith row and jth column entry of R. Therefore, the determinants of all the 3 × 3 submatrix of formula (17) must vanish. Hence, a new submatrix is constructed by selecting the first column and any other two columns, and the bilinear equations in accordance with checkerboard points P j i and P k i can be obtained as follows'
where M jk represents the bifocal matching tensor with respect to the specific 3 × 3 submatrix associated with the optical center and checkerboard pose. Referring to the approach proposed in literature [32, 33] , the optical center and checkerboards' poses can be determined with at least three different views. Then, we must fit the camera rays to the single optical center O. Let Λ j denotes the direction of the camera ray passing through the checkerboard point P j i and λ i represents the parameter corresponding to the closest point on the camera ray to the given checkerboard point P j i . Thus, the vector Λ j can be calculated by minimizing the following cost function through nonlinear optimization algorithms.
On the whole, as has been noted, the general nonparametric imaging model is rather flexible and accommodates a wider range of imaging devices than the specific parametric imaging model. As in the case of Scheimpflug camera calibration, no matter whether the lens is tilted or not, the Scheimpflug camera can be regarded as the same with the ordinary camera in the general nonparametric imaging model. And the concise GNIM avoids the problem that the parameters in the conventional camera calibration methods easily converge to the local optimums.
Nonetheless, the nonparametric nature of GNIM results in the obscure physical meaning of the model. Moreover, the major drawback in generic calibration model, as presented in literature [32, 33, 35] , is that the same motion variables can be computed from two different coupled variables, which leads to discrepancies in the computation of motion variables and some way of averaging should be used to obtain a consistent solution. Besides, the calibration method involves solving a large number of linear equations which is much more complicated than the former calibration methods.
Experiment
5.1. Experimental Apparatus. Two Scheimpflug imaging systems are calibrated to demonstrate the performance of different calibration models. One imaging system is a DSRL camera (Nikon D300s, 4288 × 2848 pixels, pixel size of 5.5 μm) with a tilt-shift lens (Nikon PC-E Micro NIKKOR 45 mm f/2.8 D ED). Owing to the fact that the tilt range of first imaging system is limited within ±8.5°, we construct a custom-made Scheimpflug imaging system on the basis of a MVI-D2048 camera (2048 × 2048 pixels) with a perspective lens (kowa-LM25JC5M2 25 mm/f), and the sensor is intentionally tilted with respect to the lens by ≈10°. A ceramic checkerboard with 9 × 12 squares, each having dimension of 10 × 10 mm, is employed to model known control points, and 15 calibration images are taken at different locations, from different angles.
As for the first imaging system, two sets of experiments are carried out to quantify the performance of calibration models. One set is to adjust the tilt-shift lens to the angle approximate 0°, in the case of which the Scheimpflug camera model reduces to standard camera model. The other set rotates the tilt-shift lens to the angle approximate 7°. In view of the fact that both Scheimpflug imaging systems employed here just simply rotate around one single axis, the tilt angle rotating around the other axis is assumed to be 0°. . Tables 1 and 2 show the calibration results of the first imaging system's intrinsic parameters and reprojection errors using different calibration models with tilt angles of 0°and 7°, respectively. The calibration results of the second imaging system are illustrated in Table 3 . In calibration model (1) , only the first two order radial distortion coefficients (k 1 ,k 2 ) are considered, while calibration model (2) includes both the radial and tangential distortion coefficients (k 1 ,k 2 ,k 3 ,k 4 ). As illustrated in the following tables, (α,β) represent the two dimensional tilt angles corresponding to the specific calibration models, (Cx,Cy) and (fx,fy), respectively, denote the principal point and focal length, and the reprojection error, denoted by RMSE, is indicated via the root of mean squared error in pixels, between the detected image corners and the projected ones.
Results and Discussion
From the calibration results of conventional pinhole model in the above three tables, it can be seen that pinhole model works well with the tilt angle of approximate 0°, yet when the tilt angle increases several degrees (such as 7°and 10°), the reprojection errors increase significantly whereas the aforementioned models almost remain constant. This is also consistent with the conclusion made in literature [23] that when the lens-tilted angle is greater than 7°, the tangential distortion cannot compensate the error generated by tilting the sensor. Journal of Sensors
In terms of tilt angles in above tables, the calibration results of RMM (1), PLVM (1), and PCIM (1) are quite close to corresponding tilt angles measured manually in the adapter, in spite of minor deviations resulting from measurement noise. Furthermore, comparing the calibration results of models (1) and models (2) , respectively, it is obvious to find that the formers give better results and smaller angle errors than the latters. More comprehensive distortion model in RMM (2), PLVM (2), and PCIM (2) does not necessarily result in better calibration results, and together with the previous analysis, it can be concluded that the parameters of tangential distortion are likely coupled with the tilt angles of the image plane in RMM, PLVM, and PCIM. Table 2 : Calibration results of the first imaging system with tilt angle of 7°approximately.
Calibration model
Pinhole (1) Pinhole (2) RMM (1) RMM (2) PLVM (1) PLVM (2) PCIM (1) PCIM (2) Table 3 : Calibration results of the second imaging system with tilt angle of 10°approximately. Table 1 : Calibration results of the first imaging system with tilt angle of 0°approximately. Thus, we can calculate the covariance matrix of the parameter set P by
Therefore, the uncertainties of the second imaging system's calibration parameters using four kinds of models (1) can be obtained by the formula (25) , and the results are shown in Table 4 .
As shown in Table 4 , the uncertainties of the calibration parameters recovered from RMM, PLVM, and PCIM are obviously smaller than those from the conventional pinhole imaging model. Besides, the uncertainties of recovered parameters from RMM, PLVM, and PCIM are almost consistent with each other, which mean the accuracies of the three models are approximately equal.
Moreover, the experiments examine the performance of different calibration models with respect to the number of the planes utilized to recover the camera parameters. To facilitate comparison, assuming that the tilt angles around the two axes are 10°and 0°, respectively, the results of tilt angles in different models are transformed into the deviations with respect to the reference values. Figure 10 shows the results of the second Scheimpflug imaging system's intrinsic parameters versus the number of images for different calibration models.
From Figures 10(a) and 10(d), it can be seen that three calibration models can quickly converge to the global optimization and the tilt angles α recovered from the three models are almost consistent with an accuracy of 1°, while the tilt angles β vary from one model to another with the accuracies of approximate 1°, 0.5°, and 1.5°, respectively. As far as the experiment is concerned, the PCIM gives slightly better results than the other two models with respect to the tilt angles.
As the Figures 10(b) and 10(e) illustrated, the results of focal length via the three Scheimpflug calibration models are consistent with each other. Choosing the results of conventional pinhole imaging model as the reference, it is evident to find that the fx recovered from the three Scheimpflug calibration models is larger, while the fy is Table 4 : The uncertainties of the intrinsic parameters of the second imaging system using models (1) . smaller. Besides, it is revealed that when the lens is tilted with respect to the sensor, the effective focal length increases accordingly, which is also in accord with the conclusion in literature [1, 2] . Figures 10(c) and 10(f) show the results of principal points using four different models. It is evident to observe that the results of Cx and Cy via the three Scheimpflug calibration models are quite similar with each other. And it is worthy of noting that the Cx derived from the Scheimpflug calibration models and pinhole imaging model almost has the same results with little difference. However, the results of Cy recovered from the two main types of calibration models are quite different. Obviously, the principal points are supposed to move in one direction on the image plane, since the lens is only tilted with respect to one single axis.
In addition, as depicted in Figure 11 , it can be seen that the calibration models undergoing Scheimpflug condition give smaller RMSE than the pinhole imaging model. In spite of the fact that full calibration of Scheimpflug camera using a checkerboard requires at least three different views mathematically, four views at least are required to obtain accurate and robust results in practice. Together with the above calibration results, it can be concluded that calibration models undergoing Scheimpflug condition are the better description of Scheimpflug camera imaging. 
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On account of the fact that the GNIM does not have explicit intrinsic parameters used for comparison and the limit of pages, we choose the calibration results of any two checkerboards' motion parameters, as illustrated in Table 5 , to verify the performance of the GNIM to a certain extent. To facilitate comparison, the rotation matrix elements are expressed as the Rodrigues parameter forms.
As shown in Table 5 , the motion parameter calibration results of GNIM are consistent with the other three models despite of minor deviations, which indirectly prove the effectiveness of the GNIM in Scheimpflug camera calibration. That is, the GNIM accommodates a wide range of imaging system including the Scheimpflug imaging system. Furthermore, the 3D coordinates and structure of the checkerboards are reconstructed with the help of calibrated parameters and obtained image points. As far as the experimental results indicate, the reconstruction results of the checkerboard points using the four different Scheimpflug calibration models are basically in accord with each other, as illustrated in Figure 12 . Figure 12 (a) depicts the reconstructed 3D checkerboard points and the fitted plane while the error distribution of reconstructed checkerboard points is shown in Figure 12(b) . Besides, the RMSEs of the distance from the reconstructed points to the fitted plane using four models are about 0.0300 mm despite of slight fluctuations, as given in Table 6 .
According to the reconstruction results in Figure 12 , the reconstructed 3D points agree well with the fitted plane in spite of minor deviations, which might result from the following factors: (1) the distortion parameters are not absolutely accurate to describe the lens distortion, and (2) the image point coordinates obtained by corner extraction also have errors inevitably. Consequently, the error of image points will be enlarged in the process of 3D reconstruction.
As shown in Figure 12 (b), the errors of reconstructed points are approximately symmetrical about the plane center, while the errors of the reconstructed points at the edge are more significant. Nonetheless, the above reconstructed errors (about 0.030 mm) are still very small compared to the depth of the checkerboard.
To further verify the accuracy, another two sets of experiments are carried out with the help of two-axis electric rotary table (SLT-2MA) and three-axis electric translation table (ZG14TA) as shown in Figures 13 and 14 , respectively. The cooperated mark is successively mounted on the two-axis electric rotary table and three-axis electric translation table; therefore, the motions of cooperated mark are pure rotations and translations, respectively, in the two sets of experiments.
In the first experiment, the two-axis electric rotary table is controlled to a rotation of no less than 5°around the two axes for each rotation. As for the second experiment, we control the three-axis electric translation table to a translation of more than 10 mm for each movement, and both the operations are repeated ten times.
Meanwhile, we estimate the pose change of the cooperated mark via the first Scheimpflug imaging system with different imaging models. In this way, the spatial relationship [45] [46] [47] [48] , which already has a very mature solution. Hence, the reference pose of the cooperated mark can be obtained via the two auxiliary equipment. And the pose estimation errors with respect to the reference values of the two sets of experiments are shown in Table 7 .
It can be seen in Table 7 that the pose estimation errors vary little in first three parametric Scheimpflug imaging models, while they are slightly smaller than those in GNIM, regardless of whether the cooperated mark is merely rotation or translation. As revealed in Table 7 , the measurement results of rotation and translation can be obtained to an accuracy of about 0.040°and 1.5 mm, respectively. Given that the camera employed here is an ordinary DSRL camera, rather than an industrial camera with high precision and robustness, the pose estimation errors of the two sets of experiments are relatively low, which also validates the accuracy and effectiveness of the calibration models.
Conclusion
This paper presents a comprehensive survey of recent calibration methods of the Scheimpflug camera with perspective lens. The general nonparametric imaging model is novelly employed to deal with the problem as well. All the calibration models are briefly recalled and compared in detail with respect to each other, with some highlights on their respective advantages and drawbacks. Real data experiments including calibrations, reconstructions, and measurements are performed to validate the performance of the calibration models.
As the experimental results indicated, compared with the classic pinhole imaging model, the models undergoing Scheimpflug condition are the better description of Scheimpflug camera imaging, especially when the tilt angle is greater than 7°. Moreover, although the imaging models and the parameter forms are various, the accuracies of the four calibration models (RMM, PLVM, PCIM, and GNIM) are basically equal, while the accuracy of GNIM is slightly lower compared with the other three parametric models in view of the errors in reconstruction and pose estimation. Given that the PLVM and PCIM require the pixel aspect ratio to be known in advance, the calibration model of RMM is rather flexible. Besides, the experimental results reveal that the parameters of tangential distortion are likely coupled with the tilt angles of the image plane in the calibration models of RMM, PLVM, and PCIM. In the actual calibration task, the appropriate calibration model is supposed to be chosen according to the specific implementation condition.
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